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Abstract
After reading many papers related to CBR, CBP, and their use in RTS games, I
collected the common techniques used for applying CBR concepts, and sub-tasks.
At first, I want to assure that online adaptation of planning in RTS games has been
already implemented (in contrast to what we had thought). Thus, I will mention
some of the important techniques used in Darmok system; the CBR system that
implements the architecture for case-based planning in the WARGUS RTS game.
In addition to these techniques, I added some ideas which we can apply in our
new CBR system.



1. Knowledge Representation
1.1 Case Representation.

 The Content of the Major Parts of a Case [Kolodner, 1993]

Major Parts Contents

Problem Description
1. Goals to be achieved
2. Constraints on the goals
3. Features of the problem situation and relationship

between its parts

Solution
1. Solutions
2. Reasoning steps
3. The set justifications for decisions

Outcome

1. The outcome it self
2. Explanation of the expectation violation and/or

failure
3. Repair strategy
4. Pointer to next attempt at solution

 Case (behavior) in Darmok system

 The declarative part of a behavior consists of three parts:

o A goal that is a representation of the intended goal of the behavior.

o A set of preconditions that must be satisfied before the behavior can be
executed.

o A set of alive conditions that must be satisfied during the execution of the
behavior for it to have chances of success.

 The procedural part of a behavior consists of Executable code that can
contain the following constructs:

o Basic actions in the application domain
o Sub goal (that need to be further expanded).

 The state of a behavior can be: pending (when it still has not started
execution), executing, succeeded or failed.

 An open goal is a goal that doesn't have behavior assigned to OR the
behavior has failed. Open goals can be either ready or waiting. An open
goal is ready when all the behaviors that had to be executed before this
goal have succeeded, otherwise, it is waiting.

 The plan expansion module is constantly querying the current plan to
see if there is any ready open goal. When this happens, the open goal is
sent to the behavior generation executable behavior itself.



 According to "the Dynamic Case Based Planning" paper (Juan F. De
Paz) which presents The CBR-BDI agents

A plan p is expressed as p=<E, 0, 0’, R, R’>, where:

 E = {eO, e*},

Where E is the environment, but it also represents the type of problem faced
by the agent, eO represents the starting point for the agent when it begins a
plan, (preconditions) e* is the state or states that it is trying to attain.

 0 indicates the objectives of the agent.

 0’ are the results achieved by the plan.

 R are the total resources.

 R’ are the resources consumed by the agent.

1. Knowledge Representation
1.2 Case Memory (case base) Representation.

 Case memory in Darmok
In the case base we might have several cases that contain different snippets to
solve several problems under different circumstances. in Darmok case base we
will also have to include information concerning in which situations a particular
snippet has succeeded in the past. We propose to organize the case base using
two kinds of elements:

a) Snippet:   a snippet is a procedure composed of a collection of actions, and
subgoals composed in sequence or parallel.

b) Episodes:  an episode is a tuple e = (p, G, S, O) where e.p is a snippet, e.G is a
goal, e.S  is a situation (i.e.  a game state), and  e.O is the  outcome of applying
e.p in e.S  to achieve e.G.  In particular e.O is a real number between 0 and 1
representing how well the snippets achieved its goal in the situation e.S.

The system will learn from experience which snippets are suited for which
situations and goals.

Note: snippet is the procedural part of the behavior.



An example of a snippet with an associated episode

Figure 7 shows an example of a snippet  with an associated  episode, with the
four elements:  a goal (in this case, building the resource infrastructure of player
“1”) a procedure  to achieve the  specified goal in the  given map in the  snippet, a
game state  (with  general features  about  the map and information about  each
players)  and  the  outcome  for the  episode.  In particular, in Darmok,  the  game
state  is defined  by  35 features  that represent  the  state  of a  WARGUS game.
Twelve features  represent  the  number  of troops  (number  of fighters,  number
of peasants, and so on), four represent the resources the player owns (gold, oil,
wood and food), fourteen represent the number of the buildings (number of
town halls, number of barracks,  and so on) and finally, five features represent the
map (size in both  dimensions,  percentage  of water,  percentage  of trees,
number  of gold mines).



 The case memory structure
We knew how we can represent a case, but there are methods for representing the set of
cases (case base) in such a way that assures an easy and fast retrieval of cases.

Memory Organization Packages (MOP) (Schank 1982)
This is a hierarchical organization. Each MOP means a case or an event. It
represents knowledge as a frame and contains slots. Each slot has a role or slot
name to represent one attribute of the MOP and corresponding filler, the value of
the attribute that is filled by another MOP. A MOP can have specializations or
abstractions. A specialization is a more specific version of the MOP whereas an
abstraction is a more generalized version of the MOP. For instance, in this fixture
design system, a Case_2 MOP, shown in Figure 1, is a specialization of the
Design_case MOP. It contains a slot Clamping_device whose filler points to
another MOP, Clamping_5, which is a specialization of a clamping structure.



 Episodic memory organization packets

The basic idea is to organize specific cases which share similar properties under a
more general structure (a generalized episode). A generalized episode (GE)

contains three different types of objects: Norms, cases and indices. Norms are
features common to all cases indexed under a GE. Indices are features which
discriminate between a GE’s cases. An index may point to a more specific
generalized episode, or directly to a case. An index is composed of two terms: An
index name and an index value.



 The Category & Exemplar Model
The case memory is embedded in a network structure of categories, cases, and
index pointers. Each case is associated with a category. An index may point to a
case or a category. The indices are of three kinds: Feature links pointing from
problem descriptors (features) to cases or categories (called remindings), case
links pointing from categories to its associated cases (called exemplar links), and
difference links pointing from cases to the neighbor cases that only differs in one
or a small number of features. A feature is, generally, described by a name and a
value. A category’s exemplars are sorted according to their degree of
prototypicality in the category.
Figure 4 illustrates a part of this memory structure, i.e. the linking of features and
cases (exemplars) to categories. The unnamed indices are remindings from
features to a category.

NOTE:
In darmok, the case base is a set of episodes (goal, situation, plan to achieve this
goal in this particular situation), we can modify one of these two model
depending on this idea. For example, we can organize plans hierarchically
according to their goals (each goal has sub goals)



Now I have an idea about knowledge representation in our CBR system

What if we apply the CBR concepts on our BDI-agent? We know that BDI agent is
represented as  : Agent (beliefs, desires, intentions)

We can treat its beliefs as the game state, its desires as goals, and its intentions as
plan. By apply CBP on this agent; it can search previous cases to update its
intentions according to its beliefs and desires which can be updated too during
the game.

"The Dynamic Case Based Planning" paper (Juan F. De Paz) presents BDI
agents solving problem in CBR approach, why don't we use this idea, we already
will use BDI agents and CBR, so the idea of CBR-BDI agents is extremely suitable
for us. Additionally we will need this idea in plan adaptation. In 2apl language, it is
very easy to update the agent goals or plans. I surprised when I found that idea is
already discussed in "Advances in case-based reasoning: 7th European Conference",
in which I found the following idea:

"The relationship between CBR systems and BDI agents can be established
implementing cases as beliefs, intentions and desires which led to the
resolution of the problem. This relationship is shown in Fig. 3. When the
agent starts to solve a new problem, with the intention of achieving a goal,
it begins a new CBR reasoning cycle, which will help to obtain the solution.
The retrieval, reuse and revise stages of the CBR system facilitate the
construction of the agent plan. The agent’s knowledge base is the case
base of the CBR system that stores the cases of past believes, desires and
intentions. The agents work in dynamic environments and their knowledge
base has to be adapted and updated continuously by the retain stage of
the CBR system.
Based on this relationship, agents (conceptual level) can be implemented
using CBR systems (implementation level). This means, a mapping of
agents into CBR systems. The advantage of this approach is that a problem
can be easily conceptualized in terms of agents and then implemented in
the form of a CBR system. So once the beliefs, desires and intentions of an
agent are identified, they can be mapped into a CBR system."



2. Case Retrieval

 Case Retrieval in Darmok
The case base of Darmok consists of Episodes (goal, game state, plan), so given
goal and game state we can get the suitable plan. Thus, we need to check the goal
similarity and the game state similarity so that we can retrieve the most similar
plan.

Darmok uses the episode relevance measure ER (e, S, G) that computes the
relevance of a given episode e given the current game state S and goal G, and is
defined as:

ER(e, S, G) = oGS(e.G, G) + (1 — o)SS(e.S, S)

Where GS is the goal similarity of the goal in the snippet p and the goal G, and SS
is the state similarity. o is a parameter that has been set to 0.75 in our
experiments.
The distance between two goals gl  = namel (pl , ..., pn ) and g2  = name2 (ql , ...,
qm ) is measured as follows:

 where Pi  is the  maximum  value that the  parameter i of a goal might take
(we assume  that all the  parameters have  positive  values).

 Thus, when name1 = name2, the two goals will always have the same
number of parameters and the distance can be computed using a
Euclidean distance among the parameters. The distance is maximum (1)
otherwise.



 SS(gsl , gs2 ) computes  the  similarity  between  two  given game  states,
and returns a number  between  0 and  1 (where  0 means  identical,   and
1 means totally different).

 SS is computed as the inverse of a simple Euclidean distance among the
game states, where each feature is normalized between 0 and 1.

 Finally, to predict  the performance  of a snippet,  we define the set of
relevant episodes RE(p, S, G) = {el , ..., ek }, as the set of k episodes
associated  with the snippet  p, and  that have the  maximum  relevance
ER.   In our experiments, we have set k=<5, i.e.  if there  is fewer or equal
to 5 episodes associated  with p in the  case base, then  RE(p, S, G)
contains  all of them,  but  if there  is more than 5, then  only the  best 5 are
included  in RE(p, S, G).

Using that definition we can now define the predicted performance of a
snippet as:

 In other words, the predicted performance is a weighted average of the
out- comes that snippet p has had in similar game states to S for similar
goals.  We add 1 to the numerator and 2 to the denominator following the
Laplace probability estimation rule (which biases the predicted
performance towards 0.5 when the number of episodes we have to
predict the performance is small.)

 The  result  of the  retrieval  process  is the  snippet  p that has  the  highest
predicted  performance  P P (p, S, G), i.e. The snippet that has had the
best performance in the past for similar goals in a similar game state.

 The snippet retrieved then needs to go through the adaptation process.
However, real-time domains require delayed adaptation.  WHY should we
delay the adaptation process???

 Because the game state changes with time and it is important that
adaptation is done with the most up to date game state. For  that reason,
in  Darmok,  when  the  plan  execution  module  is just about  to start the
execution  of a particular snippet, the  snippet  is sent to the plan
adaptation module  for adaptation.

3. Adaptation

According to "Runtime Behavior Adaptation for Real Time Interactive Games" paper
(Manish Mehta and Ashwin Ram) which mentions using agents in behavior
adaptation:
The failed condition can be resolved by appropriately revising the behaviors using
a set of behavior modification routines. These behavior modification routines are
created through a combination of basic operators (called modops). The modops
change the behavior in different ways like modifying the original elements,



introduction of new elements or reorganization of the elements inside the
behavior. The solution addresses the need for AI agents to be adaptive in
complex real-time game domains. The results from evaluation of the behavior
adaptation approach indicate that the agents successfully adapt themselves to
changing game situations.

 How is adaptation done in Darmok?
1- Draw plan dependency graph
We specifically consider only plans which are completely expanded and do not
contain a sub- goal which further needs to be expanded.

Plan dependency graph starts by:
 Take the success conditions of the root of the plan. (sub goal which can't

be expanded anymore)
 Finding out which actions in the plan contribute to the achievement of

these success conditions.
 These actions are called direct sub-plans for the sub-goal.
 All direct sub-plans are added to the plan dependency graph. Then the

plan dependency graph generator analyzes the preconditions of each of
these direct sub-plans.

 Let B1 be an action in the plan which contributes to satisfying the
preconditions of a direct sub-plan D1. Then, it adds B1 to the plan
dependency graph and forms a directed edge from B1 to D1 . This directed
edge can be considered as a dependency between B1 and D1 .

 This is done for each of the direct sub-plans. Further this is repeated for
each of the actions which are added to the graph. This process results in
the formation of a plan dependency graph with directed edges between



actions representing that one action contributes to the achievement of the
preconditions of another action.

2- Use precondition-success condition matcher (ps-matcher).
In our system, we have developed a rule-based ps-matcher that incorporates a
collection of rules for the appropriate condition matching. For example, our
system has six different conditions which test the existence of units or unit
types.
In some cases it is not clear whether a relation exists or not. However it is
necessary for our system to capture all of the dependencies, even if some
non- existing dependencies are included. Clearly, executing extra actions is
better than missing some needed actions.

3- Removal of unnecessary actions
 Given a plan for a goal, the plan dependency graph is generated and the

success conditions of each direct plan are evaluated for the game state at
that point of execution.

 This gives a list L of direct plans whose all success conditions are satisfied
and hence do not need to be executed.

 Now, consider L as the list of actions that can be removed from the plan
corresponding to the plan dependency graph.  All actions B which are
presented only on paths terminating on an action D such that D Є L can be
removed and hence can be added to L.

 This is repeated until L becomes stable and no new plan is added to it. All
actions in L are removed from the plan dependency graph.

 The resulting plan dependency graph has only those actions whose
success conditions are not satisfied in the given game state and which
have a path to a direct plan, also with success conditions not satisfied in
the given game state.

4- Adaptation for unsatisfied preconditions
 If the execution of an action fails because one or more of its preconditions

are not satisfied, the system needs to create a game state where the given
preconditions are satisfied so that the execution of the plan can proceed.

 To enable this, the adaptation module inserts satisfying goals in the plan
(one goal per unsatisfied precondition). The satisfying goals are such that
when plans to achieve the goals is retrieved and executed, the success of
the plans implies that the preconditions of the failed action are satisfied.
When an action P1 fails to proceed because a precondition C1   is not
satisfied, a satisfying goal G1   for C1   is formed. P1   is replaced by a
sequential plan containing a sub goal plan with goal G1 followed by P1.

 When the modified plan is handed back to the plan execution module, it is
inserted into the current plan. Then, the plan expansion module expands
the new goal G1   by asking the behavior retrieval module to retrieve a
behavior.



Algorithms used in Darmok
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